
FRTM Series liftrucks®

The FRTM Series liftruck® is designed for mobility, 

strength and effortless handling with an extendable 

frame to increase loading capacity. Paired with a 

removable boom, the FRTM Series liftruck® is the  

ultimate tool for moving heavy machinery safely 

and effortlessly.

Chassis

 

Operator environment

HOIST® TM Series 

for maximum productivity, with a cab environment 

operators.

 

       to reduce vibration and noise with levels as  

       low as 77 db

 

       equipped with retractable seat belt.

 

 

       height for added comfort

       left side of the truck

 

       steering wheel

Engine

Transmission and drive axle

 

       control

 

       designed for high load capacities, extended  

 

Hydraulic system

controlled operation.

       smooth and reliable control while limiting 

       demand on the powerplant

 

       quiet operation

 

       loss of pressure. If lift hose breaks, lift cylinder  

       locks safely in position

Steering system 

 

 

cylinder.

 

       maneuverability in tight areas while  

       maintaining directional tracking of tire, with no  

       scrubbing or premature tire wear

Brakes

Mast design

 

visibility and full capacity at maximum lift heights.

       requirements 

Carriages

       uncompromised strength and reduce mast  

       wear

Boom

 

       boom

 

       switch between boom and forks

Forks

Pallet style forks are standard on all trucks.  

Options

Consult your authorized Hoist representative for 

additional options

Serviceability

The  HOIST ® TM Se r ies  l i f t r uck ® i s  

 

 

       all trucks 

 

       panel provide excellent access to powertrain 

       harness are accessible and easy to inspect

Safety
TM  

®  

 

FRTM Series: FR 25-35

76” Wheelbase



Hoist Liftruck Mfg. Inc.

6499 West 65th Street

Bedford Park, IL 60638

800-367-5600 (USA)

708-458-2200 (International)

Fax: 708-458-1176

www.hoistlift.com

The HOIST®

To learn more about HOIST®

Legendary reliability: ® liftruck® will provide reliable service in the most 

Ergonomic consideration: HOIST® engineers design each operator environment for ease of use, superior visibility and comfort.

FORKS ONLY

Counterweight

Extension (in)

Load

Center (in) # of Slabs

Lift 

Capacity (lbs)

BOOM ONLY

Counterweight

Extension (in)

Load

Center (in) # of Slabs

Lift 

Capacity (lbs)

FRTM Series: FR 25-35

76” Wheelbase

Consult your authorized Hoist representative for a comprehensive capacity table 
including extended load centers and alternative slab counts and counterweight 
extensions.
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